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	Textfeld 5: Regional Variations in Ambulatory Psychotherapy Techniques - Causes and Implications for Healthcare Policy
	Textfeld 6: Ambulatory psychotherapy in Germany follows three schools of thoughts or techniques: cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), Jungian (depth) psychotherapy (DP), and (Freudian) psychoanalyis (PA). CBT and DP are about equally frequent, together accounting for 95% of all therapies (Multmeier 2014, Multmeier & Tenckhoff 2014). Typically, VBT and DP are short-term therapies, ending before 25 sessions. In contrast, PA is used in 2.5% of therapies but requires about 90 sessions, making it rare but more costly. As a consequence, therapists spend more time with one patient and treat fewer patients anually compared to their CBT and DP colleagues. While diversification of psychotherapy techniques is desired, regional specialization may introduce unwanted bottlenecks.
	Textfeld 7: First, we investigate how regionally clustered the techniques are, and which factors contribute to regional specialization. Second, we show how regional specialization affects mental health care.
	Textfeld 8: Using nation wide ambulatory billing data of statuatory health care physicians, we identify regions with a high degree of specialization in CBT, DP, and AP, respectively. Cluster detection methods are used to aggregate specialized regions to clusters. We compare regional clustering of specializations to the regional distribution of psychotherapy education institutions.
	Textfeld 9: Regions show a marked specialization in techniques which follows the distribution of education institutions. We will compare clusters of different specializations and discuss regional variations in access to mental health care (work in progress).
	Textfeld 10: Psychotherapy techniques vary considerably across Germany. Variation likely stems from the specialization of psychotherapy education institutions, which train future psychotherapists. Ambulatory mental health care is carefully regulated. As of now, specialization is not considered in healthcare planning. Based on our results, we will discuss alternatives to ensure timely access to ambulatory psychotherapy.
	Textfeld 20: Multmeier, J. (2014). Ambulante Psychotherapeutische Versorgung in Deutschland - eine Kohortenbetrachtung. Projekt Psychotherapie, 2, 12–22.Multmeier, J., & Tenckhoff, B. (2014). Psychotherapeutische Versorgung: Autonomere Therapieplanung kann Wartezeiten abbauen. Deutsches Ärzteblatt, 111(11), A438–40.


